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1

Introduction

As part of this phase of work for the Belper North Mill Trust we have, with Purcell
Architects, carried out an outline masterplanning exercise for the whole Belper Mills site.
At the outset, it is important to say that at the moment the site is privately owned and
that while Amber Valley Borough Council initiated a Compulsory Purchase Order process in
2015, that process is still at a preliminary stage.
This is a preliminary overview, based on the best available, but limited, information. In
particular, access to the buildings on site has been limited; while a considerable amount
of the North Mill is accessible because it is occupied, access to the East Mill, now empty,
was not made available to us. Also, while we have undertaken some stakeholder
consultation, we have not at this stage carried out wider consultation or public
engagement, nor have we undertaken detailed market research, all of which would be
essential to any next stage planning for the future of the site.
We anticipate that this masterplanning exercise will, nonetheless, prove to be a step
forward towards securing a highly significant “at risk” industrial heritage site in the centre
of the Derwent Valley Mills World Heritage Site.
The masterplanning work has involved:
1.  
2.  
3.  
4.  
5.  

Reviewing the heritage significance of the whole site;
Identifying end uses for the various buildings on the site;
Mapping these end uses on plans and drawings of the site;
Developing a prioritised and phased approach to the redevelopment of the site;
Obtaining outline costs estimates from a Quantity Surveyor for the realisation of
the works;
6.   Planning the potential contribution of different capital financing streams to the
project’s realisation and developing an outline revenue plan;
7.   Planning how the project might be delivered in strategic terms.
Purcell’s reports are appended.
2

Heritage significance

These findings are drawn from Purcell’s report, appendix 1.
The whole site is within the Derwent Valley Mills World Heritage Site, designated for its
outstanding universal value, and also within the Belper and Milford Conservation Area.
There are four listed buildings on the site: Strutt’s North Mill (Grade I); the Road Archway
and Strutt House (both Grade II*); the East Mill (Grade II) and East Mill Chimney (Grade II).
The North Mill and Road Archway are also on the Heritage at Risk register; the Mill at
priority category C and the Archway at category E. There are several other listed buildings
and structures close by that are intrinsically linked to the site: Belper River Weirs,
retaining walls and sluices (Grade II*); the Belper River Gardens (Grade II* Registered Park
and Garden); the Bandstand in River Garden (Grade II); and Belper Bridge (Grade II).
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First constructed in 1782-84 and destroyed by fire in 1803, the North Mill was rebuilt in
1804 to designs by William Strutt; it is one of the earliest completely fire-proof structures
in the world. Strutt’s design and construction built on work at the West Mill (1795, since
demolished) and his collaboration with Charles Bage, responsible for the first iron-framed
mill building, Ditherington Flax Mill for Marshall & Co at Shrewsbury in 1796, with fire
resistant iron columns and beams and vaulted brick ceilings, brick walls and tiled floors.
The Road Archway, connecting the two sides of the complex, is said to date from
the late 18th century, but is more likely to have been built with the new North Mill. The
Archway was fortified, presumably to protect the counting house in the West Mill, and
included a gangway extending along the eastern roadside to connect with the North Mill.
The East Mill, the architect of which was Sidney Stott of Oldham, was built in 1912 by the
English Sewing Cotton Company. The seven storey, fortress-like building, in Italianate
style, takes its design from the textile mills of Lancashire. It has an entirely free-standing
steel framed structure, clad in Accrington brick, typically used in Lancashire mill
buildings. Strutt House, an administration building, was constructed during the same
period. The initials of the English Sewing Cotton Company are carved above the entrance.
Significance is defined as the sum of the cultural values that make a building or site
important to society. As well as the physical fabric, age and aesthetic value, more
intangible qualities like communal value, association with historic people and events and
former uses are all important to the significance of a place.
Using Historic England’s best practice guidance for assessing significance, based on
assessing evidential, historical, aesthetic and communal values (all defined in Purcell’s
report) and a scale of significance (high, medium, low, neutral and intrusive, again
defined in the report), Purcell’s findings are as follows:
1.   Evidential value ranges from high for the oldest structures on the site (North Mill,
Road Archway, South Mill remains), medium (Strutt House, East Mill, East Mill
Chimney and the building attached to the North Mill) to neutral (Chucklebutties).
Particular evidential value arises from the North and East Mills together as they
show the evolution of factories from the beginning to the end of the Industrial
Revolution. The potential for archaeological evidence from the demolished
buildings further enhances the evidential value.
2.   The Belper Mills have high historical value for their place in the industrialisation of
the Derwent Valley. Along with other Derwent valley sites, the Belper Mills
demonstrate the “birth of the factory system, when new types of building were
erected to house the new technology for spinning cotton” (Historic England,
Derwent Valley Mills World Heritage Site List Entry, 2010). In particular:
a.   The North Mill (1804) is of high historical value as one of the oldest ironframed buildings in the world. The system developed by Strutt and Bage
eventually developed into the steel structures of modern skyscrapers.
b.   The Road Archway and Gangway have high historical value.
c.   The East Mill has medium historical value, showing the full extent of 19th
century innovation; the great scale, steel frame, large windows and sawtooth roof show just some of the advances made during the period.
d.   Strutt House has low historical significance. Built in the early 20th century,
although parts of the building may be substantially older, it was the site of
the English Sewing Cotton Company’s public and administrative operation.
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e.   The later 20th century Chucklebutties building is of neutral	
  historical value
and the canopy to the south of the North Mill is of intrusive value as it
interrupts the understanding of the south elevation.
f.   The Belper Mills have associative historical value with the Strutt Family,
mainly Jedediah Strutt, inventor of the Derby Rib and who began the work
at Belper, and William Strutt, whose innovative work with Charles Bage, led
to the construction of the fire-proof North Mill. There is associative value
derived from the connection with the English Sewing Cotton Company too.
3.   The North Mill has high aesthetic value drawn from its simple functional design, ‘T’
shaped mass and windows repetition and internally from the iron columns, vaulted
brick ceiling and basement pillars. The small scale buildings attached have medium
to low aesthetic value for their vernacular and more domestic appearance. Some
parts are modern flat roofed infill and are of neutral value.
The Road Archway has high aesthetic value for being a relatively unique feature of
an industrial complex. Its stone structure sets it apart from the brick factory
buildings demonstrating its different use. The water fountain alcove also
contributes to the value.
Strutt House has medium aesthetic value. Like the Archway, the building is clad in
stone, demonstrating its non-manufacturing use. It also possesses the finest detail
of any of the buildings on the site, this is particularly apparent in the design of the
south elevation with its two curved corner bays and window design and the
principal entrance on the west elevation.
The principal mass of the East Mill has high to medium aesthetic value. Its seven
storey, rectangular form and corner turrets mean that it dominates the landscape,
as it was intended to. Aesthetic value is also drawn from the repetition of the
elevations, stepped brick detailing around the windows and balustrades around the
turrets. Externally there are some intrusive elements, modern door canopies and
escape staircases. The south west tower is a local landmark and has high aesthetic
value. The Turbine House also has high aesthetic value sharing the same
characteristics as the main part of the building but at a lower scale. The single
storey elements, although dating from the same period, are much more utilitarian
with minimal decorative detailing, these elements have low aesthetic value.
The canopy has intrusive aesthetic value as it prevents the appreciation of the
south elevation of the North Mill. Chucklebutties has a very small degree of
aesthetic value derived from its slightly Brutalist design, however its overall value
is considered to be neutral.
The complex as a whole has high communal value, derived from its formative role
in the history of the Industrial Revolution, which made Britain a leading world
power and built its Empire. Mills complexes like Belper have a strong position in
the nation’s collective memory and continued to employ, directly or indirectly,
large numbers of people into the later 20th century.
The East Mill tower has high communal value. With its large scale and mass and red
brick cladding, it is the most prominent building on the site and the wider
townscape. The tower at the south west corner is a local landmark and noticeable
from across the town. Both today and historically, this serves as an important
reminder for the local community and visitors of the importance of the Mills to the
historic development of the town.
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These significancies are summarised in the following diagram:
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Site Plan: Showing building names, listed status and use, not to scale @ A3

3

End uses

In common with all large scale heritage buildings that require significant capital
investment, finding viable end uses that can make the renewed buildings economically
generative and self-sustaining is a critical part of building the case for investment,
whether public or private or a combination of the two. In this case, showing that there is a
way to develop viable end uses will also be a key step in the process of Compulsory
Purchase or other acquisition.
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At the moment the North Mill is in partial use, with the Belper North Mill Trust running a
Museum in part of the ground floor and the basement, and parts of the other floors of the
building tenanted, those tenancies being managed by First investments, the owners’
agents. The East Mill is now almost entirely empty and we understand that the last
remaining tenant will be vacating soon.
The process by which we arrived at a set of proposed potential end uses for the North and
East Mills, and other buildings on the site, has included several site visits by DCA and
Purcell, workshops with the Belper North Mill Trust Trustees and volunteers and
discussions between DCA and Purcell.
Together DCA, Purcell, the Trust, and those we have consulted with have very wide
experience of the successful reuse of heritage buildings of all scales and types. This
indicative plan for the reuse of the Belper Mills is based on this collective experience and
our understanding of the local and regional economy.
In setting this out in this way, we are not seeking to suggest that all parties and all
potential future partners to the securing and reuse of the Mills have to sign up to a single
specific list of uses. Rather, we do so to show that a viable and achievable plan can be
built up. One of the essentials of good project planning in these circumstances is to
demonstrate that viability can be achieved, but to retain flexibility to respond to
opportunities as they appear as the project progresses. Were we to look back in some
years’ time at a successful delivery of a project like this we might see an actual range of
uses differing from the outline we prepare now, with new ideas, options and partners
having emerged as the project moved through the stages of its development.
This is also a preliminary vision. Naturally, as the project secures support to progress
toward realisation, detailed specification and design will enable all concerned to revisit
the potential masterplan we suggest here. Nonetheless, we think that it shows how the
site can be reused in a way that is achievable, sustainable and capable of delivering
transformational outcomes for the heritage nationally and for the local community and
economy.
The proposed end uses are as follows:
1.   North Mill – a visitor attraction at ground floor and basement levels; business
tenancies above.
2.   Strutt House – visitor welcome, exhibition to introduce the visitor to the industrial
and social history of Belper and the wider context of the Derwent Valley.
3.   Road Archway – access to be part of visitor experience.
4.   East Mill North tower – visitor access to North tower for views of town and
surrounding countryside.
5.   East Mill – mixed use including residential, live work, office, retail in well-lit areas
and uses not requiring natural light (such as storage, including potentially museum
and archive storage, gym, music and recording studios) at centres of floor plates.
4

Development strategy

Given the scale of the site, the full development strategy for the whole site is, we argue,
likely to take 15 to 25 years to realise. Therefore, we propose a phased approach based on
heritage significance priorities and fundability. The following is one phased approach that
responds to these criteria. This proposed phasing is also set out in appendix 2, Purcell's
Feasibility Study.
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In simple terms, Phase 1 focuses on North Mill/Strutt House and also secures and prevents
deterioration of East Mill; Phase 2 focuses on the transformation of the wider site and
Phase 3 completes the conservation and reuse of East Mill.
This is shown in summary on the following diagram:

4.1

Phase 1

In more detail, Phase 1 as a whole would achieve the following:
1.   Restoring North Mill, Road Archway and Strutt House;
2.   Re-orienting visitor entrance from the north to the south side, removing the
external canopy;
3.   Bringing Strutt House into use for visitor welcome with introductory interpretation
to Mills and town;
4.   Incorporating the Road Archway into the visitor experience;
5.   Providing new visitor access to North Mill;
6.   Using North Mill ground and basement to focus on mills story and provide learning
space;
7.   Light touch refurbishment to upper floors to maintain economic and income
generating uses;
8.   Potential use of north tower of East Mill for access to upper floors of North Mill and
views.
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Phase 1 could be further phased; below is one configuration, but there are other
approaches:
1.   Phase 1A:
a.   Essential repairs to North Mill.
b.   Refurbishment of ground floor and basement interiors.
c.   Minor works to upper level interiors.
2.   Phase 1B:
a.   Essential repairs to Strutt House and Road Archway.
b.   Refurbishment of interiors for visitor welcome and interpretation.
c.   Improved access between Strutt House and North Mill.
3.   Phase 1C:
a.   Essential external repairs to facades and roof of East Mill, including all
towers.
4.   Phase 1D:
a.   Open East Mill north tower to public access.
b.   Internal refurbishment of East Mill north tower and installation of lift.
This approach is shown in the following diagram:

4.2

Phase 2

Re-establishing a centre to the site, creating a community space, by:
1.  
2.  
3.  
4.  
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Eliminating sea of tarmac, improving and appropriately siting car parking;
Providing new café facilities;
Removing modern buildings adjacent to turbine hall and East Mill.
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4.3

Phase 3

Getting East Mill up and running.
This is the most challenging of the elements of the scheme to plan, mainly due to the
sheer size of the East Mill. Whereas North Mill is in the order of 2,830 square metres, East
Mill is 14,630 square metres. The graphic below shows just how large East Mill is by
comparing it with some comparators:

Our view is that one could not be sure of identifying one end use, or one end use
developer or partner, who could guarantee as a precondition of the scheme progressing to
develop out immediately the entire Mill.
This need not, however, be an insurmountable problem, providing a development model
and a sustainable financial model can be identified that enables a more responsive and
phased development.
Indeed, we think that such a development model will be likely to better meet local need
and economic conditions, providing a sustainable mix of uses rather than one over-sized
provision, and enabling new uses to be supported as they evolve and as earlier stages
succeed and attract new interest and ideas.
To do this, we suggest a strategy that looks to:
1.   Repair and prepare the building initially to ‘shell and core’, dividing into
development packages for long term lease;
2.   The areas of each floor plate that natural light reaches, probably to be for a mix of
residential, office, retail and leisure;
3.   Centres of each floor plate probably for uses that do not require natural light, like
storage, gym, recording and music studios.
Beyond the conservation and shell and core preparation of the building, the realisation of
this long term development project would be financed mainly with private investment,
but under the care and control of a non-profit distributing vehicle (see section 7), holding
the freehold of the site, attracting and regulating development partners and their plans
for uses in the building and sustaining the underlying financial viability of the whole site
through this development period - to which we return below.
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4.4

The end result

The long term vision of the site that underlies this phased approach is for a vibrant and
sustainable project of national and international scale and renown that is nonetheless
appropriate and sustainable in its relationship with the town and its communities.
Across the principal buildings, this development model offers a mixed economy future in
which not all ‘eggs are put in one basket’. In times of economic and technological change,
the challenge in developing new uses on these scales will be to build in resilience through
diversity of use and market, so that we do not expose them to the risks that face major
development with only one business basis.
This diversity of uses can be shown schematically:

So, public and private, visitor focused and commercial uses, residential and office uses
come together to respond to different interests, needs and investment imperatives.
There might be thematic approaches that emerge that do ‘connect’ some of the different
aspects of the site. We have heard exciting ideas about the site as an exemplar of
education, lifestyle and industry in environmental sustainability, or in the creative
sectors. No doubt that whatever this brand, there will be a strong link to, and expression
of, the heritage stories and purposes of the site.
Nearby at Cromford, we already see the interest that these projects can generate and the
success in attracting occupants - and we see no reason why, over time, the North and East
Mills cannot be successful too.
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5

Costs of realisation

It is early days to propose with any certainty the costs of redevelopment of the site, but
equally it is difficult to start to assemble a masterplan and understand how it might be
realised without an idea of the broad scale of cost that might face the project.
In recognition of this, we commissioned a local quantity surveyor highly experienced in
heritage conservation projects to work with us to identify the potential costs of the
strategy discussed above.
These cost indications come with significant caveats as we have had limited access to the
buildings and the condition surveys available to us, while very comprehensive, are not
very recent. We have not had any opportunity to view the structures under water in the
mill leets and elsewhere for condition. Nonetheless, we have allowed significant
contingencies and allowances for construction industry inflation, reflecting the potential
time that development will take to complete. All costs are net of VAT, on the assumption
that the current option to tax of the site will be maintained. As now, VAT would need to
be charged on rents and other charges in the future.
There is quite properly concern among those who we discuss the scheme with to be sure
that the special nature and challenges of the buildings are taken into account in these
costings, and at the time of reporting, we have just secured release of a further part of
the HLF funding under which our work has been commissioned, to enable the QS to meet
with and respond to the queries of those Trust members with special expertise in historic
building conservation. Cost indications may therefore vary.
The following table presents the summary of the quantity surveyor’s cost assessment,
together with allowances for non-construction costs such as fees and activity and
interpretation costs of the public elements of the project:

Belper&North&Mill&Trust
Outline&potential&development&costs&7&Belper&Mills
Phase&1
Package&1
Package&1
Phase&1A &Phase&1B&
Total
North&Mill
&Strutt&
House&
Start&on&site&assumption
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2019

&2019&

Phase&1

Package&2
Phase&1C Phase&1D
East&Mill
East&Mill

Package&2
Total

Phase&2

Phase&3

Phase&4

Package&3

Package&4

Package&5

&Site&works&
and&café&

&East&Mill&
shell&and&
core&

&Fit&
out/develop&
East&Mill&

&Total&
Potential&
cost&all&
works&

Total

2019

2020

&2020&

&2021&

2023&onward

Construction&@&2016&prices &&2,339,700

&&1,504,000

&&3,843,700

&&3,025,000

&&&&&321,000

&&3,346,000

7,189,700

&&&&&&846,000

&&&1,796,000

&&11,704,000

&21,535,700

Contingencies

&&&&&468,000

&&&&&301,000

&&&&&769,000

&&&&&605,000

&&&&&&&65,000

&&&&&670,000

1,439,000

&&&&&&170,000

&&&&&&360,000

&&&&2,340,800

&&&4,309,800

Inflation*

&&&&&421,155

&&&&&270,750

&&&&&691,905

&&&&&544,500

&&&&&&&57,900

&&&&&602,400

1,294,305

&&&&&&152,400

&&&&&&431,200

&&&&4,213,440

&&&6,091,345

Construction&sub&total

&&3,228,855

&&2,075,750

&&5,304,605

&&4,174,500

&&&&&443,900

&&4,618,400

&&&&9,923,005

&&&1,168,400

&&&2,587,200

&&18,258,240

&31,936,845

Fees

&&&&&581,194

&&&&&373,635

&&&&&954,829

&&&&&751,410

&&&&&&&79,902

&&&&&831,312

1,786,141

&&&&&&210,312

&&&&&&465,696

&&&&3,286,483

&&&5,748,632

Fit&out&and&interpretation

&&&&&650,000

&&&&&300,000

&&&&&950,000

&&&&&120,000

&&&&&120,000

&&&&&240,000

1,190,000

&&&&&&275,000

&&&&&&125,000

&&&&&&&125,000

&&&1,715,000

Development/financing&costs&&&&&&&&50,000

&&&&&&&25,000

&&&&&&&75,000

&&&&&208,725

&&&&&&&22,195

&&&&&230,920

305,920

&&&&&&&&75,000

&&&&&&175,000

&&&&&&&250,000

&&&&&&805,920

Client&costs

&&&&&&&50,000

&&&&&&&25,000

&&&&&&&75,000

&&&&&&&25,000

&&&&&&&10,000

&&&&&&&35,000

110,000

&&&&&&&&25,000

&&&&&&&&50,000

&&&&&&&250,000

&&&&&&435,000

Statutory,&Legal,&consultation&etc
&&&&&&&50,000

&&&&&&&25,000

&&&&&&&75,000

&&&&&&&25,000

&&&&&&&10,000

&&&&&&&35,000

110,000

&&&&&&&&25,000

&&&&&&&&50,000

&&&&&&&250,000

&&&&&&435,000

Total&other&costs

&&1,381,194

&&&&&748,635

&&2,129,829

&&1,130,135

&&&&&242,097

&&1,372,232

&&&&3,502,061

&&&&&&610,312

&&&&&&865,696

&&&&4,161,483

&&&9,139,552

Grand&Total

&&4,610,049

&&2,824,385

&&7,434,434

&&5,304,635

&&&&&685,997

&&5,990,632

&&13,425,066

&&&1,778,712

&&&3,452,896

&&22,419,723

&41,076,397
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In summary, then:
•   Works to North Mill alone suggest a project budget of between £4m and £5m
based on a 2018/19 start on site. This allows for all conservation and repair
and the renewal of the museum offer, but combines renewal of two lettable
floorplates with retention of the remainder in their current layout and use.
•   The conservation, renewal and reuse of Strutt House to provide further
commercial and new visitor information/welcome and exhibition/learning
facilities would increase this first package of works to c£7.3m
Package 2 above provides an indicative cost of the works we suggest should be prioritised
at the earliest opportunity to safeguard, stabilise and make watertight the East Mill.
•   These repairs are estimated at c£4.7m.
•   To this might be added works to the value of c£700,000 to provide access to
the north west tower of the East Mill. These works may well be required to
maintain fire egress from the North Mill in full use, but also have the potential
to give visitors an attractive opportunity to view the site and town from a high
point.
The total potential project cost of this comprehensive phase 1 work to the buildings is
therefore in the order of £12.8m.
Phase 2, as discussed above, consists of works to the site beyond the key buildings and
these works are estimated to have a total project cost of c£1.5m
At this point with Phases 1 and 2 complete, the project would have delivered a site
secured against further deterioration, with a commercially viable use of North Mill and a
very vibrant and attractive heritage, learning and visitor offer with its own trading
opportunities in terms of admission and activity charging, café and merchandise sales.
East Mill would be secured and ready to progress to development.
The remaining Phases 3 and 4 concern the bringing back into use the East Mill, first, we
suggest, by a non-profit distributing vehicle, with a shell and core scheme to provide the
basis for sectional development and lease relationships with end users and developers.
This Phase 3 has a forecast potential cost of c£3.7m. Phase 4 speculates the longer term
value of the completion of the fit outs and developments throughout East Mill, financed by
others and for varying uses, and shows how, after the early phases of investment by the
public and voluntary sector to address the substantial conservation deficits of the site, it
should be possible to realise future development and end use on the basis of substantial
private sector investment.
6

Potential financing – capital and revenue

These are early days for discussion of funding, and one of the purposes of this
masterplanning is to offer a possible structure that funders and partners can begin to
discuss. However, we can begin to see how each of the packages and phases above could
be discussed both separately and as part of the long term masterplan.
6.1

Capital/realisation

In the following table we add to the cost analysis a very indicative section at the foot of
the table suggesting an approach to funding. As discussed above this confirms that we
believe that there will be a quite significant reliance on public and voluntary funds in the
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early phases as the conservation deficit and essential safeguarding works are realised and
the visitor interpretation and offer on the site is improved and extended. We believe that
the importance of the buildings, their heritage and cultural outcomes for many people and
their economic, social and wellbeing value for the community as part of the wider World
Heritage Site supports this level of investment by the heritage, regeneration and economic
funding bodies.
As the project progress, this reliance on public funding will reduce and, in the long term,
we see very significant potential for private investment, which in turn opens the potential
for funds specifically intended to enable this commercial activity and partnerships such as
Heritage Lottery Fund Heritage Enterprise.
Belper&North&Mill&Trust
Outline&potential&development&costs&7&Belper&Mills
Phase&1
Package&1
Package&1
Phase&1A &Phase&1B&
Total
North&Mill
&Strutt&
House&
Start&on&site&assumption

2019

&2019&

Phase&1

Package&2
Phase&1C Phase&1D
East&Mill
East&Mill

Package&2
Total

Phase&2

Phase&3

Phase&4

Package&3

Package&4

Package&5

&Site&works&
and&café&

&East&Mill&
shell&and&
core&

&Fit&
out/develop&
East&Mill&

&Total&
Potential&
cost&all&
works&

&Funding&
summary&

Total

2019

2020

&2020&

&2021&

2023&onward

Construction&@&2016&prices &&2,339,700

&&1,504,000

&&3,843,700

&&3,025,000

&&&&&321,000

&&3,346,000

7,189,700

&&&&&&846,000

&&&1,796,000

&&11,704,000

&21,535,700

Contingencies

&&&&&468,000

&&&&&301,000

&&&&&769,000

&&&&&605,000

&&&&&&&65,000

&&&&&670,000

1,439,000

&&&&&&170,000

&&&&&&360,000

&&&&2,340,800

&&&4,309,800

Inflation*

&&&&&421,155

&&&&&270,750

&&&&&691,905

&&&&&544,500

&&&&&&&57,900

&&&&&602,400

1,294,305

&&&&&&152,400

&&&&&&431,200

&&&&4,213,440

&&&6,091,345

Construction&sub&total

&&3,228,855

&&2,075,750

&&5,304,605

&&4,174,500

&&&&&443,900

&&4,618,400

&&&&9,923,005

&&&1,168,400

&&&2,587,200

&&18,258,240

&31,936,845

Fees

&&&&&581,194

&&&&&373,635

&&&&&954,829

&&&&&751,410

&&&&&&&79,902

&&&&&831,312

1,786,141

&&&&&&210,312

&&&&&&465,696

&&&&3,286,483

&&&5,748,632

Fit&out&and&interpretation

&&&&&650,000

&&&&&300,000

&&&&&950,000

&&&&&120,000

&&&&&120,000

&&&&&240,000

1,190,000

&&&&&&275,000

&&&&&&125,000

&&&&&&&125,000

&&&1,715,000

Development/financing&costs&&&&&&&&50,000

&&&&&&&25,000

&&&&&&&75,000

&&&&&208,725

&&&&&&&22,195

&&&&&230,920

305,920

&&&&&&&&75,000

&&&&&&175,000

&&&&&&&250,000

&&&&&&805,920

Client&costs

&&&&&&&50,000

&&&&&&&25,000

&&&&&&&75,000

&&&&&&&25,000

&&&&&&&10,000

&&&&&&&35,000

110,000

&&&&&&&&25,000

&&&&&&&&50,000

&&&&&&&250,000

&&&&&&435,000

Statutory,&Legal,&consultation&etc
&&&&&&&50,000

&&&&&&&25,000

&&&&&&&75,000

&&&&&&&25,000

&&&&&&&10,000

&&&&&&&35,000

110,000

&&&&&&&&25,000

&&&&&&&&50,000

&&&&&&&250,000

&&&&&&435,000

Total&other&costs

&&1,381,194

&&&&&748,635

&&2,129,829

&&1,130,135

&&&&&242,097

&&1,372,232

&&&&3,502,061

&&&&&&610,312

&&&&&&865,696

&&&&4,161,483

&&&9,139,552

Grand&Total

&&4,610,049

&&2,824,385

&&7,434,434

&&5,304,635

&&&&&685,997

&&5,990,632

&&13,425,066

&&&1,778,712

&&&3,452,896

&&22,419,723

&41,076,397

&&2,792,833
&&&&&&&&&&&&7

2,792,833
4,832,382
&&&&7,625,215
2,000,000
1,500,000
500,000
125,000
1,674,851
&&13,425,066

&&&1,245,098

&&&1,396,417
&&&&&&&&&&&&&&7
&&&1,396,417
&&&&&&&&&&&&&&7
&&&1,750,000
&&&&&&&&&&&&&&7
&&&&&&&&&&&&&&7
&&&&&&306,479
&&&3,452,896

&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&7

&&&5,434,348
&&&4,832,382
&10,266,730

Possible&funding&structure
HLF&Heritage&Enterprise
HLF&Heritage&Grant
HLF&sub&total&all&grants
Heritage&funders
European/Regeneration/ED/strategic&partners&funds
Trust,&Foundations,&fundraising
Commercial&investment
Gap
Total&funding&package

&&&&&&&&&&&&7
&&4,832,382
&&4,832,382
&&1,000,000
&&&&&750,000
&&&&&500,000
&&&&&&&&&&&&7
&&&&&352,052
&&7,434,434

&&1,000,000
&&&&&750,000
&&&&&&&&&&&&7
&&&&&125,000
&&1,322,799
&&5,990,632

&&&1,245,098
&&&&&&&&&&&&&&7
&&&&&&250,000
&&&&&&150,000
&&&&&&133,614
&&&1,778,712

&&22,419,723
&&22,419,723

&10,266,730
&&&2,000,000
&&&3,500,000
&&&&&&500,000
&
22,694,723
&&&2,114,944
&
41,076,397

As always with phased masterplans of this kind, there will be many other ways of
packaging and applying for funds for phases and elements of work - both at the outset and
as the project progresses. The recent referendum decision means that were there to be
any potential for European funding it would be likely to be only in the very short term. It
is not yet clear how the UK Government will deal with projects where there might
previously have been expected to be a European funding element.
6.2

Revenue sustainability

It will clearly be a major concern to all partners and potential partners that over the
length of the development and then the completed operation of the site, there should be
a robust sustainable revenue plan capable of:
1.   Maintaining the site in good repair;
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2.   Paying premises related costs such as caretaking, security, utilities, NNDR, major
plant maintenance and others, even where the buildings are not yet in use and are
not generating significant income;
3.   Paying the operating, staffing, administrative and governance costs of the nonprofit distributing vehicle, though these might we think be kept to a modest cost of
a small core operation;
4.   Resourcing the feasibility, development, exploratory and fundraising costs of the
ongoing development programme;
5.   Generating funds sufficient to enable the occupancy of areas for public access and
benefit by Belper North Mill Trust and/or others to be at peppercorn, from at
latest the end of the current support by AVBC of the lease costs of occupation;
6.   Ideally generating some modest funds to contribute to activities and engagement
undertaken by Belper North Mill Trust and/or others that would bring the site to
life for visitors and local people;
7.   Ensuring the satisfactory management and servicing of all tax obligations including
VAT on works and services.
At this stage it has not been part of our remit to develop a feasibility study to explore the
detailed implications of the masterplan discussed here, and to do so will demand both
financial and operational planning and a more detailed review and analysis of the market
capacity and price/income potential of the different areas of the business we discuss
above.
However, our preliminary view is that there is an underlying financial and business
strategy that follows the phases of the project to generate resources at each stage
adequate to service the operating costs of that stage. In this way the risks and sensitivities
of the development of the operation are staged in line with the phased development controlling cost and income risk as closely as possible in each stage.
6.2.1 Costs in advance of the acquisition and commencement of phase 1
In some ways, this will be one of the more challenging stages as the project sponsors and
partners will struggle to generate income to meet costs without control of the site.
That Belper North Mill Trust is able to continue to operate on the site and maintain public
access and activity, as well as its invaluable role in ‘keeping an eye on’ what is happening
on the site on a daily basis, is considered by us to be essential. The financial basis of this
operation is always challenging for the Trust and depends on AVBC’s continuing support to
service the rent. The support of HLF and ACE recently to commission among other things
this work has been invaluable in getting the Trust and Masterplan into a position where
the project can be moved forward. Continued support will be very important to provide a
base for the larger tasks ahead.
These costs will fall out of the operation of Belper North Mill Trust and of the creation and
mobilisation of the non-profit distributing vehicle, though we would expect these latter to
be modest at this stage.
There will inevitably be significant cost in the preparation of the project, further
feasibility work and acquisition - whether by CPO or agreement with the current owner. In
light of the significance of, and risk to, these hugely important buildings and their future
potential in the context of the local economy and the World Heritage Site, we would
suggest that a consortium approach to funding these next steps over the, perhaps, three
years ahead, will be required, bringing together potentially the heritage funders and
agencies, local authorities and LEP/regeneration funders.
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Given the recent news of the demise of the Courtaulds operation on the former South Mill
site, we wonder whether there might be a case for some direct central government
support for the next stages of cost in moving to a long term, generative and
transformational, solution for the site and local economy.
6.2.2 Costs during the works to Phase 1
There will be a period of work post acquisition when North Mill in particular is undergoing
repair and improvement in which income from its lettable spaces and visitor facilities may
be constrained, and the bodies that fund these works will need to accept a certain amount
of ‘revenue’ support as part of their funding contribution to enable the skeleton
operations of the North Mill Trust and the non-profit distributing vehicle through this
period. This is a common challenge with accepted solutions and we would expect this to
be soluble if the project is moving forward in this way.
6.2.3 Operations with Phase 1 complete
With North Mill and potentially Strutt House complete, the non-profit distributing vehicle
will begin to have income streams with which to cover the costs identified in 5 above.
Provided the scheme for the North Mill preserves at all floorplates above ground floor the
opportunity to let space on a commercial basis to tenant creative and other businesses,
the rent roll from the building has the potential to make a very significant contribution to
this full range of costs. As an example, if we saw the Mill put back into full use and
improved, even at current rental and service charge levels in the building and at current
prices, net of VAT (VAT is currently charged), there would be a potential rent/service
charge roll of more than £250,000 per annum.
We have seen buildings of this sort in such high profile developments quickly reach full
occupancy and we understand that early experience at Cromford is supporting this, but
even at 80% occupancy, the use of the building could yield in excess of £200,000 per
annum, before we begin to forecast the incomes that might flow from increased visitor
admissions, catering, merchandise sales and activities.
We would expect in addition, that the funding agreements for the works to North Mill and
Strutt House would include elements of activity and staffing funding for deployment by
the North Mill Trust which would further support in the early years of operation the
resources available for audience development, building the profile of the site and
attracting visitors and business. These revenue funds are generally available for up to five
years from permission to start work.
6.2.4 Growing the operation through phases 3 and 4
While the site develops, the non-profit distributing vehicle will need to focus increasingly
on commercial investment and uses which generate revenue returns. The development of
better/increased catering and other visitor focused trading uses in the public realm should
increase income as a return against the grant funding invested in Phase 3 of the scheme.
These income streams would also contribute gradually to the financial capacity of the nonprofit distributing vehicle as it approaches the complex financial issues of maintaining East
Mill in a development ready state while the private developer sector comes to the table to
agree its involvements in the long term reuse of East Mill.
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The acute challenge in the long term is how the residual and underlying costs of upkeep
and ownership of East Mill are serviced while some, much or all of it might stand empty,
completed to shell and core and awaiting completion.
In fact, we think that the excitement generated by the completion of Phases 1-3 may well
mean that the take up on East Mill may be rapid and substantial, but further work will
need to be done on this in market appraisal and development model terms and in the
meantime it would be prudent to ensure that the financial model assumes some delay over
some years before a critical mass of leasehold development is complete and the returns to
the non-profit distributing vehicle as freeholder begin to be substantial.
This will need further thought, but there are actions that can be built into the masterplan
model to minimise risk and maximise potential for a financially successful outcome:
•   The urgent repair and shell and core works to East Mill in phases 1c, 1d and 3
should not be funded by borrowing. There is a very interesting potential
combination of HLF Heritage Enterprise and LEP growth and development grants
aimed directly at enabling this preparedness of heritage buildings for commercial
use and this must be mobilised to ensure that as the non-profit distributing vehicle
spends some time securing long term development completion of East Mill it is not
servicing debt incurred in the realisation of the preparatory phases.
•   The full and careful completion of these urgent repairs and making good of East
Mill needs to be carefully planned and enacted to radically reduce the ongoing
annual maintenance costs of the upkeep of the Mill in future years.
•   A whole range of ways of using the East Mill buildings while long term development
completion deals are agreed finalised and enacted will be possible - from
community activity to pop up enterprise, retail and business uses - and these will
be a valuable potential contributor to defraying underling asset management and
maintenance costs.
Taken together, the phased development structure we have set out above, the investment
by public agencies and the voluntary sector in the preparing of the site, the early
engagement of audiences in a really attractive offer on the site and careful planning of
the underlying sustainability of the non-profit distributing vehicle as it prepares and
enacts the longer last stage of East Mill completion, give us confidence that there is, here,
a basis for the development of a viable and robust model.
7

Delivery

As the preceding sections make clear, the delivery of the project to restore and fully
purpose the Mills’ site will require long term commitment and a wide range of skills.
The first hurdle will be to ensure that the Mills are in an appropriate ownership to take
the project forward, one that has a legal structure capable of holding and protecting the
heritage assets for the future, accessing public funds and leading the long term
development project. This is likely to require a new non-profit distributing vehicle with a
board whose membership covers all the skills and expertise likely to be required. These
will include heritage and conservation, property law (including planning, conservation
and, potentially, compulsory purchase), heritage and regeneration funding, property
development, commercial partnerships and advocacy.
Achieving this will require resolving matters with the current owners. The ‘conservation
deficit’ is such that financing the works required to bring the Mills back into full use are,
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in our view, not ever going to be achieved as a fully commercial proposition. In these
circumstances the current owners should prove willing to discuss and agree a way forward.
For the purposes of accessing public funds, the minimum requirement will be that the
current owners vest the freehold in a non-profit distributing vehicle; they are not
precluded from retaining an interest.
There are various options including: arriving at an agreement whereby the current owners
partner some or all of the development; agreeing with the owners a sale of some or all of
the buildings on the site to a non-profit distributing vehicle; and compulsory purchase of
some or all led by a body vested with the requisite powers in partnership with the nonprofit distributing vehicle.
Alternatively, if a sale of all or some is a possibility, while the conservation deficit is such
that the Mills may well technically have a negative value, the current owners are bound
not to be willing to sell for a nominal sum. If a purchase were to be publicly funded, the
funding body would require the District Valuer to determine a fair price, which would
likely be a pragmatic value based on an estimate of what might be obtained in the open
market. There is potential to raise public funds for acquisition (see section 6).
As an intermediate solution, the North Mill and Road Archway might be acquired, with
assistance from public funds, and the East Mill be developed in partnership with the
current owners. There would have also to be an accommodation reached on Strutt House,
which, being less significant in heritage terms, is less likely to command public funds for
acquisition, but in the plans outlined above is key to strengthening the heritage offer on
the site and for the wider town.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1

REASONS FOR THIS STUDY AND SCOPE

This Statement of Significance report has been produced in order to assess the
special significance of Belper Mills in the town of Belper, Derbyshire, hereafter
known as ‘the site’. The report aims to understand the nature of the significance of
the site using the heritage values identified in Conservation Principles. It has been
authored by Emma Bryant, Heritage Consultant at Purcell. The report has been
produced following a site visit and desk-based research.

1.2

APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY

The report is structured to fulfil statutory requirements to understand the
significance of the site prior to the proposal of development work. These statutory
obligations are established by the 1990 Planning Act (16(2) and 66(1), as well as by
the 2012 National Planning Policy Framework (paragraph 128).
The report has therefore been formulated using the assessment methodology
contained within the NPPF (paragraphs 131 to 134), and the accompanying Planning
Practice Guidance. It also takes account of the relevant Historic England guidance,
most notably their best-practice guidance document, Conservation Principles
(2008).

4

The report is structured as follows:
Understanding: Setting out the current state of the site, including site descriptions
and details of any heritage designations;
Historic Development: Understanding the historic development of the site;
Summary of Significance: Assessing the significance of the site; and
Further Research: Outlining the further streams of research to build on current
knowledge and better understand the significance of the site.

Ma
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INTRODUCTION 1

Bridge Foot

Site location plan, site boundary shown in red
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2 UNDERSTANDING

2.1

DESIGNATIONS

The whole site is within the Derwent Valley Mills World Heritage Site and also
within the Belper and Milford Conservation Area. There are four listed buildings on
the site; the North Mill (Grade I), the Road Archway and Strutt House (Grade II*),
the East Mill (Grade II) and East Mill Chimney (Grade II). The North Mill and Road
Archway are also on the Heritage at Risk; the Mill at priority category C and the
Archway at category E. There are several other listed buildings and structures close
by which are intrinsically linked to the site; the Belper River Weirs, retaining walls
and sluices (Grade II*), the Belper River Gardens (Grade II* Registered Park and
Garden), the Bandstand in River Garden (Grade II) and Belper Bridge (Grade II).
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UNDERSTANDING 2

Grade I
Grade II*

02

03

Grade II

01

04

06

05
07

01 Belper Bridge
02 Belper River Weirs
03 Belper River Gardens (Grade II*) (off map)
04 North Mill
05 East Mill Chimney
06 East Mill
07 Road Archway and Strutt House
Map indicating the listed building on and around the site
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2 UNDERSTANDING
2.2

SITE DESCRIPTION

The site consists of several interconnected buildings and other
structures. The North Mill is at the north-west corner of the site.
It is a ‘T’ shaped building of five storeys high with basement below
and attic storey in the pitched slate roof. The building has clad in
brick with stone at the basement/ground floor level. The structure
is comprised of iron columns supporting brick vaulted ceilings. The
basement has stepped stone piers carry the iron structure of the
upper floors. Attached to the south of the building is a modern
canopy extending the full length of the building. There is a later full
height extension attached to the western end and a collection of
smaller one and two storey buildings also clad in red brick and
stone with slated pitched roofs.

To the east is the East Mill, a tall, seven storey building, rectangular
in plan with turrets at each corner. It is a steel-framed building clad
in red brick and with a saw-tooth roof. All four elevations have
extensive glazing, at the upper levels set within round arched
openings. The south-west corner turret extends upwards to form
a tower and is clad in stone. The North and East Mill are
connected by a seven storey, three bay wing which is in the same
style as the East Mill. To the north of the East and North Mills is a
single storey, saw-tooth roofed building constructed in glass,
concrete and stone dating from the later 20th century.

A tall two storey linear stone building forms the western site
boundary, running adjacent to Bridge Foot, and then crosses over
the road forming an arched bridge. Connected to the south east is
Strutt House, a three storey stone building with large windows
and curved corner bays on its southern elevation.

Strutt House and East Mill from Bridge Foot
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Two water channels cross the site passing below the north-east
and south-east corners of the East Mill, there are two sets of
sluice gates which control the flow of water and foot bridges to
allow passage across. There are three significant areas of hard
landscaping on the site, one between Strutt House and the East
Mill and extending to the southern edge of the site, one at the
northern edge of the site, both used for car parking and an area
to the east which is not currently in use. On the south side of the
yard is a single storey stone structure, the remains of the South
Mill.

UNDERSTANDING 2

Strutt House, North Mill and Turbine House with East Mill beyond

North Mill, exterior
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2 UNDERSTANDING

1

3

2
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1

North Mill, interior

2

North Mill, basement

3

Road Archway and Gangway

UNDERSTANDING 2
2.3 PLANNING AND LEGISLATIVE
FRAMEWORK
This section sets out the legislative and national, regional and local
planning policy context and guidance.
2.3.1 PLANNING (LISTED BUILDINGS AND
CONSERVATION AREAS) ACT (1990)
Listed Buildings are designated under the Planning (Listed Buildings
and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 for their special architectural
or historic interest. Listing gives them protection as alterations,
additions or demolitions are controlled by Listed Building Consent,
which is required by local planning authorities when change is
proposed. Conservation Areas are also protected under Section
69 of the same act.
2.3.2

NATIONAL PLANNING POLICY FRAMEWORK

2.3.4

AMBER VALLEY LOCAL PLAN

The Amber Valley Borough Local Plan was adopted in 2006. The
Plan sets out the key strategic objectives and policies which will
guide development in the Borough. The policies of relevance are:
Policy EN23
Proposals for development which would result in the total or
substantial demolition of Listed Buildings will only be permitted
exceptionally and where there is clear evidence that the
building is wholly beyond repair and every possible effort has
been made to continue its present use or find an alternative
use, including offering the unrestricted freehold of the building
on the open market at a realistic price reflecting its condition
Policy EN24
Development proposals for:a) the external alteration of Listed Buildings

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), introduced in
March 2012, sets out the Government’s planning policies for
England and how these are expected to be applied in the
presumption in favour of sustainable development. It outlines the
Government’s requirements for the planning system only to the
extent that it is relevant, proportionate and necessary to do so.
The NPPF is a material consideration for local planning authorities
in determining planning and LBC applications. Section 12 considers
conserving and enhancing the historic environment.

b) 	the external alteration of any other buildings within the
curtilage of Listed Buildings built before 1 July 1948

2.3.3

Policy EN25

PLANNING PRACTICE GUIDANCE

The Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) is an online resource which
provides guidance on implementing policies of the NPPF. Of
relevance is the section on ‘Conserving and Enhancing the Historic
Environment”:
Paragraph 10
“Heritage assets may be affected by direct physical change or by
change in their setting. Being able to properly assess the nature, extent
and importance of the significance of a heritage asset, and the
contribution of its setting, is very important to understanding the
potential impact and acceptability of development proposals.”

c) 	new buildings and other structures, or alterations and
extensions to existing buildings or other structures, within
the setting of a Listed Building will only be permitted
where the proposals contribute to the preservation of the
Listed Building and its setting, having regard to the
elements which make up its special interest, including the
character, appearance, scale and its original function
Planning permission for the change of use of Listed Buildings
will be granted, provided the proposals:a) 	contribute to the preservation of the building, its setting,
and any special features of architectural or historic interest,
and
b) 	are compatible with the fabric, interior and setting of the
Listed Building

Policy EN26
Development proposals that would result in the demolition of
buildings within Conservation Areas will not be granted
planning permission where the building makes a positive
contribution to the character or appearance of the
Conservation Area, unless
a) 	every possible effort has been made to continue its present
use or find an alternative use, including offering the
unrestricted freehold of the building on the open market at
a realistic price reflecting its condition,
or
b) 	there is clear evidence that the building is wholly beyond
repair
Policy EN27
Planning permission will only be granted for development
proposals within and adjacent to Conservation Areas, as
shown on the Proposals Map, if they would contribute to the
preservation or enhancement of the Conservation Area.
Special consideration will also be given to proposals for
development adjacent to and affecting the setting of a
Conservation Area. Proposals involving the change of use,
alteration or conversion of existing buildings must respect the
character and design of the existing building and, in the case of
extensions, be clearly subordinate to the original building.
Policy EN29
Within the Derwent Valley Mills World Heritage Site as shown
on the Proposals Map, the Borough Council will require all
development proposals to preserve or enhance its character
and appearance
Within the Derwent Valley Mills World Heritage Site Buffer
Zone, as shown on the Proposals Map, the Borough Council
will require all development proposals to preserve or enhance
the setting of the World Heritage Site, including views into and
out of the site
In considering proposals, the Borough Council will have regard
to the aims and objectives of the Derwent Valley Mills World
Heritage Site Management Plan.
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3 HISTORIC DEVELOPMENT
3.1

BRIEF HISTORIC DEVELOPMENT

The Belper Mills were part of the 18th and 19th century industrialisation of the
Derwent Valley which was the result of several technological innovations and
initiated the Industrial Revolution.
Jedediah Strutt (1726-97) invented the Derby rib machine, patented in 1759, which
could be attached to a knitting machine to produce ribbed stockings in both cotton
and silk. Strutt’s silk hosiery business in Derby prospered as a result and it was the
profits from this industry which allowed him to invest in Richard Arkwright’s new
cotton spinning mills at Cromford. The Cromford Mills were constructed in 1771-6
and provided the model for the modern factory system. Strutt used the profits from
Cromford to fund the establishment of his Belper Mills with the first mill, the South
Mill, constructed in 1777. The North Mill followed in 1784-6 and the weirs, water
channels and sluices needed to power the cotton production taking place in the
mills. The West Mill was constructed in 1795, its larger scale necessitated the
construction of a larger Horseshoe weir. Jedediah’s son, William Strutt, had been
experimenting with partial use of iron in the construction of the family’s mills at
Derby and Milford since 1792 and the West Mill also usedof a similar system
consisting of “brick arches, supported by timber beams propped with cast-iron columns,
themselves linked with wrought-iron tie rods to support a building which could withstand
the ravages of fire far more effectively than conventional timber-framed structures”01.
Fires were a particularly common problem for cotton mills as cotton was easily
ignitable, the machinery for production required oil/grease and moving parts caused
sparks. The North Mill was destroyed by a fire in 1804.
The North Mill was rebuilt in 1804 to designs by William Strutt and is one of the
earliest examples of a completely fire-proof structure in the world. Strutt’s design
built on his work at the West Mill and collaborations with Charles Bage, who was
responsible for the first iron-framed mill building, the Ditherington Flax Mill for
Marshall & Co at Shrewsbury in 1796. William Strutt’s North Mill “embodied much of
what Charles Bage had learnt and took further the evolution of these structures”.02 The
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01

Pevsner and Williamson, The Buildings of England: Derbyshire (2000, Penguin Books), p. 49

02

http://www.derwentvalleymills.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/history_keysites_belper_northmill.pdf

North Mill was constructed with iron columns and beams and vaulted brick ceilings,
brick walls and tiled floors, all of which are resistant to fire. The attic storey of the
North Mill was used as a school for local factory children.
The Road Archway, connecting the two sides of the complex, is said to date from
the late 18th century although it is more likely to have been constructed with the
new North Mill at the beginning of the 19th century. The Archway was fortified,
presumably to protect the counting house in the West Mill, and included a gangway
extending along the eastern roadside to connect with the North Mill.
The Round Mill was constructed in 1811 and it is thought that the South Mill was
replaced with a fire resistant structure in the same year. The building at the west
end of the Archway dates from c.1811-15 and the buildings at the northern end of
the gangway from the 1830s. The Chimney, of which only the base survives, dates
from 1854. Although it is now part of the East Mill it was formerly part of the
buildings between the North and South Mills which were cleared for the
construction the East Mill.
The East Mill was constructed in 1912 by the English Sewing Cotton Company. The
seven-storey, fortress-like building is in an Italianate style taking its design from the
textile mills of Lancashire. It has an entirely free-standing steel framed structure and
clad in Accrington brick, which was a typical brick uses in Lancashire mill buildings.
Strutt House, an administration building, was constructed during the same period,
possibly as an extension to the existing building at the east end of the Archway. The
initials of the English Sewing Cotton Company are carved above the entrance.
The Round Mill was demolished in 1959 and other structures of the complex were
demolished in the 1960s including the South Mill and West Mill. The Chimney was
taken down in the early 1990s. The textile industry at the Belper Mills continues
until 1990s. Since that time the surviving buildings of the complex have been used
mainly as office space but are now only partially occupied. The North Mill houses a
museum and visitor centre.

HISTORIC DEVELOPMENT 3

OS map 1878-9, with site outlined in red
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3 HISTORIC DEVELOPMENT

OS map 1898, with site outlined in red
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HISTORIC DEVELOPMENT 3

OS map 1913-20, with site outlined in red
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3 HISTORIC DEVELOPMENT

OS map 1938, with site outlined in red
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HISTORIC DEVELOPMENT 3

View of Stutts Mills and Bridge Foot from across the River Derwent, Belper Engraving c.1800 (©North East Photographic Record View of Strutt’s Mills and Belper Bridge over the River Derwent c.1900 (©North East Photographic Record ref DCHQ002819)
ref DCHQ200383) (Copyright pending)
(Copyright pending)
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3 HISTORIC DEVELOPMENT

Belper Mill Gangway over Bridge Foot, c.1910 (©North East Photographic Record ref DCHQ002821) (Copyright pending)

View of Belper Mills showing the Jubilee Clock Tower, painting c.1900 (©North East Photographic Record ref DCAV002682)
(Copyright pending)
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HISTORIC DEVELOPMENT 3

: North Mill, with East Mill behind, c.1912 (©North East Photographic Record ref DCHQ501702) (Copyright pending)
Aerial View, 1930s (Copyright pending)

Aerial photograph of Belper Mills, 1921
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3 HISTORIC DEVELOPMENT

Round Mill prior to demolition in 1959 (©North East Photographic Record ref DCAV000744) (Copyright pending)

Demolition of East Mill chimney, 1990 (©North East Photographic Record ref
DCAV000775) (Copyright pending)
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HISTORIC DEVELOPMENT 3
3.2

HISTORIC DEVELOPMENT PLAN
18th Century
Early/mid 19th Century
Early 20th Century
Late 20th Century
Site Boundary

01

02
06

03
04
05

01 Chucklebutties

09
07

08

02 North Mill (1804)
03 Canopy to North Mill

10

04 Power House
05 East Mill Chimney
06 East Mill
07 East Mill Tower
08 Road Archway and Gangway
09 Strutt House
10 South Mill (remains)

Historic Development Plan for the buildings on the Belper Mills site
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4 SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANCE

4.1

INTRODUCTION

Significance can be defined as the sum of the cultural values which make a building
or site important to society. As well as the physical fabric, age and aesthetic value
and more intangible qualities such as communal value, association with historic
people and events and former uses are all important in defining the significance of a
place.
The significance of the site is defined in this section using Historic England’s
assessment criteria set out in their best-practice guidance document, Conservation
Principles, Policies and Guidance (2008). Their criteria are as follow:
Evidential value: the potential of a place to yield evidence about past human
activity.
Historical value: the ways in which past people, events and aspects of life can be
connected through a place to the present – it tends to be illustrative or
associative.
Aesthetic value: the ways in which people draw sensory and intellectual
stimulation from a place.
Communal value: the meanings of a place for the people who relate to it, or for
whom it figures in their collective experience or memory.
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As well as adopting Historic England’s best-practice guidance, the degree of
significance will be judged on the basis of the following scale:
High: A theme, feature, building or space which is important at national or
international level, with high cultural value and important contribution towards
the character and appearance of the heritage asset and its setting.
Medium: Themes, features, buildings or spaces which are important at regional
or national level, with some cultural importance and some contribution towards
the character and appearance of the heritage asset and its setting.
Low: Themes, features, buildings or spaces which are usually of local value only
but possibly of regional significance for group value. They are of minor cultural
importance and make a minor contribution to the character or appearance of
the heritage asset and its setting.
Neutral: These themes, spaces, buildings or features have little or no cultural
value but do not detract from the character or appearance of the heritage asset
and its setting.
Intrusive: Themes, features, buildings or spaces which detract from the values of
the heritage asset, its setting, character and appearance. Efforts should be made
to remove or enhance these features.

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANCE 4
4.2

HERITAGE VALUES

4.2.1

EVIDENTIAL VALUE

There are a large number of records in the Derbyshire Record
Office which will further assist in the understanding of the historic
development of the Belper Mills, items of interest are listed in
section 5.0.
The site is part of the Derwent Valley Mills World Heritage Site
designated for its outstanding universal value. The Belper Mills
therefore have international importance, the list entry for the
WHS states that “Although some of the industrial buildings have
undergone substantial alterations and additions in order
to accommodate new technological and social practices, their original
forms, building materials, and structural techniques are still intact and
easy to discern.”01 There is evidential value to be drawn from the
physical fabric of the buildings on the site, this ranges from high,
for the oldest structures on the site (North Mill, Road Archway,
South Mill remains), medium (Strutt House, East Mill, East Mill
Chimney and the building attached to the North Mill) to neutral
(Chucklebutties). There is particular evidential value arising from
the North and East Mills as together they physically demonstrate
the evolution of factories from the beginning and end of the
Industrial Revolution.
There is potential for there to be archaeological remains of the
demolished building, both those taken down for the construction
of the East Mill in the early 20th century and in the 1960s. There is
potentially high evidential value in such remains as they would
further develop the understanding of the complex.
4.2.2

HISTORICAL VALUE

The Belper Mills have high historical value for their place in the
early industrialisation of the Derwent Valley from which
developed the Industrial Revolution. With the Arkwright Mills at
Cromford and other industrial sites in the Derwent Valley, the
Belper Mills demonstrate the “birth of the factory system, when new
types of building were erected to house the new technology for

01

Historic England, Derwent Valley Mills World Heritage Site List Entry (2010)

spinning cotton”.02 The construction of large, multi-storey mills led
to the congregating together of workers from rural agricultural
sites to these new industrial environments. The mill owners, in this
case the Strutts, needed to provide housing and other amenities
for the workers in their factories, greatly expanding the existing
villages in which they stood.
The North Mill (1804) specifically is of high historical value for
being one of the oldest iron-framed buildings in the world. The
system which William Strutt developed with Charles Bage
eventually developed into the steel structural systems used in
modern skyscrapers.
The Road Archway and Gangway date from either the late 18th
or early 19th century, possibly pre-dating the North Mill. The
structure formerly connected the North and West Mills on either
side of Bridge Foot and was fortified to protect the now
demolished Counting House. The building has high historic value.
The East Mill has medium historic value. The building dates from
1912 and demonstrates the full extent of technological and
construction innovations to have occurred during the 19th century
Industrial Revolution. The great scale, steel frame, large windows
and saw-tooth roof of the East Mill demonstrate just some of the
advances made during the period.
The remains of the South Mill have medium historic value. The
mill was rebuilt in the early 19th century and was taken down in
the 1960s. With the North Mill and Road Archway it is one of the
oldest structures on the site. The low rise structures to the north
west of the North Mill and the remains of the Chimney base also
have medium historic value for their mid-19th century age.
Strutt House was built in the early 20th century, although parts of
the building may be substantially older. The building was part of
the English Sewing Cotton Company work at Belper and would
have been the public and administrative face of the site. The
building has low historic value for this connection.
The later 20th century Chucklebutties building is of neutral

02

Ibid

historic value and the canopy to the south of the North Mill is of
intrusive value as it interrupts the understanding of the south
elevation.
The Belper Mills have associative historical value with the Strutt
Family, principally Jedediah Strutt, inventor of the Derby Rib and
who began the work at Belper, and William Strutt, whose
innovative work with Charles Bage, led to the construction of the
fire-proof North Mill. There is also associative value derived from
the connection with the English Sewing Cotton Company.
4.2.3

AESTHETIC VALUE

The complex contains buildings of various ages and constructions,
each has been designed however the site as a whole has evolved
over time and demonstrates the changing responses to industrial
innovation.
The North Mill has high aesthetic value, it was designed by
William Strutt and draws strongly from his work with Charles
Bage at Shrewsbury. The aesthetic value is drawn from its simple
functional design, ‘T’ shaped mass and windows repetition.
Internally the iron columns, vaulted brick ceiling and basement
pillars also contribute to the aesthetic value. The small scale
buildings attached have medium to low aesthetic value for their
vernacular and more domestic appearance. Some parts are
modern flat roofed infill and have are of neutral value.
The Road Archway has high aesthetic value for being a relatively
unique feature of an industrial complex and a result of its purely
functional purpose of connecting the two sides of the site. Its
stone structure sets it apart from the brick factory buildings
demonstrating its different use. The water fountain alcove also
contributes to the value.
Strutt House has medium aesthetic value. Like the Archway the
building is clad in stone, demonstrating its non-manufacturing use.
It also possesses the finest detail of any of the buildings on the site,
this is particularly apparent in the design of the south elevation
with its two curved corner bays and window design and the
principal entrance on the west elevation.
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4 SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANCE
The principal mass of the East Mill has high to medium aesthetic
value. Its seven storey, rectangular form and corner turrets mean
that it dominates the landscape, as it was intended to. Aesthetic
value is also drawn from the repetition of the elevations, stepped
brick detailing around the windows and balustrades around the
turrets. Externally there are some intrusive elements by way of
modern door canopies and escape staircases. The south west
tower is a local landmark and has high aesthetic value. The
Turbine House also has high aesthetic value sharing the same
characteristics as the main part of the building but at a lower scale.
The single storey elements, although dating from the same period,
are much more utilitarian with minimal decorative detailing, these
elements have low aesthetic value.
The canopy has intrusive aesthetic value as it prevents the
appreciation of the south elevation of the North Mill.
Chucklebutties has as a very small degree of aesthetic value
derived from its slightly Brutalist design, however its overall value
is considered to be neutral.
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4.2.4

COMMUNAL VALUE

The communal value of the site is derived from its formative
position within the history of the Industrial Revolution which
helped Britain become the leading world power and built its
Empire. Mills complexes such as Belper have a strong position in
the nations collective memory and continued to employ directly
or indirectly large number of people into the later 20th century.
For these reasons the complex as a whole has high communal
value.
The East Mill tower specifically has high communal value. With its
large scale and mass and red brick cladding, it is the most
prominent building on the site and within the wider townscape.
The tower at the south west corner is a local landmark and
noticeable from across the town. Both today and historically this
serves as an important reminder for the local community and
visitors of the importance of the mills to the historic development
of the town.

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANCE 4
4.3

SIGNIFICANCE PLAN

There is opportunity to enhance the significance of the Belper Mills through the removal of the
intrusive and neutral elements and potentially those elements of low significance if replaced by
new structures of high quality design.
High
Medium
Low
Neutral
Intrusive
Site Boundary

01

02
06

03
04
05

01 Chucklebutties

09
08

07

02 North Mill (1804)
03 Canopy to North Mill

10

04 Power House
05 East Mill Chimney
06 East Mill
07 East Mill Tower
08 Road Archway and Gangway
09 Strutt House
10 South Mill (remains)

Significance Plan for the buildings on the Belper Mills site
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5 FURTHER RESEARCH

A detailed list of record, including their reference numbers, relating to the Strutt
Family and Belper Mills has been produced by Belper Derbyshire Historical and
Genealogical Records (www.belper-research.com) and which will be used to guide
the archival research.
In addition, a search of the Derbyshire Record Office online catalogue has identified
the following items which may assist with the understanding of the Belper Mills:
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•

Strutt Estate Plans

•

Strutt Family Records

•

Title Deeds

•

Tithe Maps

•

Enclosures Maps

•

Maps of James Hicking, clerk and surveyor to Messrs Strutt

•

Other historic maps by J B H Bennett and George Henry Hopkins

•

OS maps from the post-war period
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APPENDIX: LISTING CITATIONS

NORTH MILL
Name: NORTH MILL
List entry Number: 1186846
Location
NORTH MILL, BRIDGE FOOT
The building may lie within the boundary of more than one authority.
County: Derbyshire
District: Amber Valley
District Type: District Authority
Parish: Belper
National Park: Not applicable to this List entry.
Grade: I
Date first listed: 03-Feb-1966
Date of most recent amendment: Not applicable to this List entry.
Legacy System Information
The contents of this record have been generated from a legacy data system.
Legacy System: LBS
UID: 78410
Asset Groupings
This list entry does not comprise part of an Asset Grouping. Asset Groupings are
not part of the official record but are added later for information.
List entry Description
Summary of Building
Legacy Record - This information may be included in the List Entry Details.
Reasons for Designation
Legacy Record - This information may be included in the List Entry Details.
History
Legacy Record - This information may be included in the List Entry Details.
Details
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BRIDGE FOOT 1. 5167 (East Side) North Mill SK 3448 SE 1/3 3.2.66. GV 2. Apart
from Bage’s Mill at Shrewsbury (which has an altered exterior) the North Mill is
the earliest example of a completely iron framed mill in the world and is certainly
the most intact extant example of this type of construction. 1803-4. Built by
Strutts (designed by William Strutt). To replace an earlier mill destroyed by fire. It
is an example of their developing constructional innovations, particularly designed
to combat fire hazards and to provide light and airy working conditions. T-shaped
plan. Red brick, lever part ashlar. Slate roof with coped gable ends. Five storeys.
Fifteen windows, generally of 3 lights each with cambered head linings. Attic floor,
formerly used as a school for children working in the mill, has lunette in western
gable end facing street. Vaulted construction inside. Wheel pit below.
ROAD ARCHWAY AND FOOTBRIDGE (INCLUDES OFFICES FORMING
SOUTH PART OF BLOCK IN EAST SIDE OF ARCHWAY)
Name: ROAD ARCHWAY AND FOOTBRIDGE (INCLUDES OFFICES
FORMING SOUTH PART OF BLOCK IN EAST SIDE OF ARCHWAY)
List entry Number: 1087395
Location
ROAD ARCHWAY AND FOOTBRIDGE (INCLUDES OFFICES FORMING
SOUTH PART OF BLOCK IN EAST SIDE OF ARCHWAY), BRIDGE FOOT
The building may lie within the boundary of more than one authority.
County: Derbyshire
District: Amber Valley
District Type: District Authority
Parish: Belper
National Park: Not applicable to this List entry.
Grade: II*
Date first listed: 03-Feb-1966
Date of most recent amendment: Not applicable to this List entry.

APPENDIX: LISTING CITATIONS
Legacy System Information
The contents of this record have been generated from a legacy data system.
Legacy System: LBS
UID: 78407
Asset Groupings
This list entry does not comprise part of an Asset Grouping. Asset Groupings are not part of the
official record but are added later for information.
List entry Description
Summary of Building
Legacy Record - This information may be included in the List Entry Details.
Reasons for Designation
Legacy Record - This information may be included in the List Entry Details.
History
Legacy Record - This information may be included in the List Entry Details.
Details
BRIDGE FOOT 1.. 5167 (East Side) Road archway and footbridge (includes offices forming south part
of block in east side of archway) SK 3448 SE 1/53 3.2.66. II* 2. Late C18/early C19. (The road archway
is said to date from the 1790s). Ashlar. Two storeys. Slate roof, large segmental arch for double
carriageway across main road flanked by round headed pedestrian archways. The western wall dividing
the archways contains a drinking fountain. First floor has 5 casements of 3 lights each with glazing bars
and gun embrasures commanding the roadway and thought to have been installed in case of attack by
the Luddites. Vest side advanced, 3 storeys with casements. Footbridge or gangway extends along
roadside to north. Ashlar with segmental arch to road now blocked. Tall parapet on outer side, short
on inner side. Inter building to south of above 3 storeys, stone has round corner turrets to south
corners, eaves bard, plain frieze, cornice and blocking course, minds between storeys. Two and 3 light
casemnts with mullions, upper windows with transoms. Top floor windows largest.
EAST MILL
Name: EAST MILL
List entry Number: 1336982
Location
EAST MILL, BRIDGE FOOT
The building may lie within the boundary of more than one authority.
County: Derbyshire
District: Amber Valley
District Type: District Authority
Parish: Belper
National Park: Not applicable to this List entry.
Grade: II
Date first listed: 13-Dec-1979

Date of most recent amendment: Not applicable to this List entry.
Legacy System Information
The contents of this record have been generated from a legacy data system.
Legacy System: LBS
UID: 78408
Asset Groupings
This list entry does not comprise part of an Asset Grouping. Asset Groupings are not part of the
official record but are added later for information.
List entry Description
Summary of Building
Legacy Record - This information may be included in the List Entry Details.
Reasons for Designation
Legacy Record - This information may be included in the List Entry Details.
History
Legacy Record - This information may be included in the List Entry Details.
Details
BRIDGE FOOT 1. 5167 (East Side) East Mill SK 3448 SE 1/52 II GV 2. 1912. Similar to the later
iron-framed mills of Lancashire and a good example of the type. Built overhand. Red brick with stone
dressings. Rectangular plan with rear eastern wing, single storey section across part of western facade
and corner towers. South western tower larger with stone belevedere and name and date on front.
All towers have stone balustraded parapets. Mill built over earlier water channels to wheels. Seven
storeys. Top floor has arcaded windows with stone archivolts and keys. Glazing bars and hopper
opening lights, stepped recessed brick arches. Rear elevation to River Gardens and Matlock Road has
small semi-circular balconies linking corner towers with main body of mill on several floors. The East
Mill is a prominent land-mark in many near and distant views of the town.
MILL CHIMNEY AT EAST MILL
Name: MILL CHIMNEY AT EAST MILL
List entry Number: 1335664
Location
MILL CHIMNEY AT EAST MILL, BRIDGE FOOT
The building may lie within the boundary of more than one authority.
County: Derbyshire
District: Amber Valley
District Type: District Authority
Parish: Belper
National Park: Not applicable to this List entry.
Grade: II
Date first listed: 13-Dec-1979
Date of most recent amendment: Not applicable to this List entry.
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APPENDIX: LISTING CITATIONS
Legacy System Information
The contents of this record have been generated from a legacy data system.
Legacy System: LBS
UID: 78409
Asset Groupings
This list entry does not comprise part of an Asset Grouping. Asset Groupings are not part of the
official record but are added later for information.
List entry Description
Summary of Building
Legacy Record - This information may be included in the List Entry Details.
Reasons for Designation
Legacy Record - This information may be included in the List Entry Details.
History
Legacy Record - This information may be included in the List Entry Details.
Details
BRIDGE FOOT 1. 5167 (East Side) Mill Chimney at East Mill SK 3448 SE 1/51 II GV 2. 1854 (Belper
Journal No 4. 1854). Tapering polygonal red brick chimney with panelled yellow brickwork between 2
top cornices and moulded cornice above. Prominent feature of the townscape.
DERWENT VALLEY MILLS WORLD HERITAGE SITE
World Heritage Site inscribed by the World Heritage Committee of UNESCO in 2001.
Name: Derwent Valley Mills
Brief Description:
The Derwent Valley in central England contains a series of 18th- and 19th- century cotton mills and an
industrial landscape of high historical and technological interest. The modern factory owes its origins
to the mills at Cromford, where Richard Arkwright’s inventions were first put into industrial-scale
production. The workers’ housing associated with this and the other mills remains intact and illustrate
the socio-economic development of the area.
Criteria:
This entry is compiled from information provided by UNESCO who hold the official record for all
World Heritage Sites at their Paris Head Quarters. This entry is provided for information only and
those requiring further assistance should contact the World Heritage Centre at UNESCO.
Criterion (ii): The Derwent Valley saw the birth of the factory system, when new types of building
were erected to house the new technology for spinning cotton developed by Richard Arkwright in the
late 18th century.
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Criterion (iv): In the Derwent Valley for the first time there was large-scale industrial production in a
hitherto rural landscape. The need to provide housing and other facilities for workers and managers
resulted in the creation of the first modern industrial settlements.
Statement of Significance:
Statement of Outstanding Universal Value:
This was approved in 2010 by the World Heritage Committee in Brasilia.
Brief synthesis
The Derwent valley, upstream from Derby on the southern edge of the Pennines, contains a series of
18th and 19th century cotton mills and an industrial landscape of high historical and technological
significance. It began with the construction of the Silk Mill in Derby in 1721 for the brothers John and
Thomas Lombe, which housed machinery for throwing silk, based on an Italian design. The scale,
output, and numbers of workers employed were without precedent. However, it was not until Richard
Arkwright constructed a water-powered spinning mill at Cromford in 1771, and a second, larger mill in
1776-77 that the “Arkwright System” was truly established. The workers’ housing associated with this
and the other mills are intact and span 24km of the Derwent valley from the edge of Matlock Bath in
the north nearly to the centre of Derby in the south. The four principal industrial settlements of
Cromford, Belper, Milford, and Darley Abbey are articulated by the river Derwent, the waters of
which provided the power to drive the cotton mills. Much of the landscape setting of the mills and the
industrial communities, which was much admired in the 18th and early 19th centuries, has survived.
In terms of industrial buildings the Derwent valley mills may be considered to be sui generis in the
sense that they were the first of what was to become the model for factories throughout the world in
subsequent centuries.
The cultural landscape of the Derwent Valley was where the modern factory system was developed
and established, to accommodate the new technology for spinning cotton developed by Richard
Arkwright and new processes for efficient production.
The insertion of industrial establishments into a rural landscape necessitated the construction of
housing for the workers in the mills, and the resulting settlements created an exceptional industrial
landscape. The change from water to steam power in the 19th century moved the focus of the
industry elsewhere and thus the main attributes of this remarkable cultural landscape were arrested in
time.

APPENDIX: LISTING CITATIONS
Criterion (ii): The Derwent Valley saw the birth of the factory system, when new types of building
were erected to house the new technology for spinning cotton developed by Richard Arkwright in the
late 18th century.
Criterion (iv): In the Derwent Valley for the first time there was large-scale industrial production in a
hitherto rural landscape. The need to provide housing and other facilities for workers and managers
resulted in the creation of the first modern industrial settlements.
Integrity (2010)
The relationship of the industrial buildings and their dependent urban settlements to the river and its
tributaries and to the topography of the surrounding rural landscape has been preserved, especially in
the upper reaches of the valley, virtually intact. Similarly, the interdependence of the mills and other
industrial elements, such as the canals and railway, and the workers’ housing, is still plainly visible. All
the key attributes of the cultural landscape are within the boundaries. The distinctive form of the
overall industrial landscape is vulnerable in some parts to threats from large-scale development that
would impact adversely on the scale of the settlements.

Management responsibility is shared by a number of local authorities and government agencies. The
coordination mechanism is provided by the Derwent Valley Mills Partnership. This has established a
close working relationship between the local authorities involved in the nominated area. This
partnership has been responsible for the preparation of a management plan for the property, most
recently revised in January 2007.
Justification for Inscription:
Date of Inscription: 2001
Date of most recent amendment: 2010
Other Information:
This is a cultural World Heritage Site in England. Its coordinates are N53 1 44 W1 29 17 and it
measures 1,229 hectares and the buffer zone measures 4,363 hectares.
There is a Management Plan for the World Heritage Site (2000) and a World Heritage Site team
responsible for implementation of the objectives and action plan. A Steering Group made up of key
stakeholders oversees World Heritage activities.

Authenticity (2010)
Although some of the industrial buildings have undergone substantial alterations and additions in order
to accommodate new technological and social practices, their original forms, building materials, and
structural techniques are still intact and easy to discern. Restoration work on buildings that have been
in a poor state of repair has been carried out following detailed research on available documentation
and contemporary built architectural examples, and every effort has been made to ensure that
compatible materials are used. In those cases where buildings have been lost through fire or
demolition, no attempt has been made to reconstruct. The overall landscape reflects well its
technological, social and economic development and the way the modern factory system developed
within this rural area on the basis of water power.
Protection and management requirements (2010)
A comprehensive system of statutory control operates under the provisions of the Town and Country
Planning Act (1990) and the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act (1990). A network
of strategic planning policies is also in place to protect the site. There are thirteen Conservation Areas
falling wholly or partly within the property. 848 buildings within the area are included on the List of
Buildings of Special Architectural or Historical Interest. There are also nine Scheduled Ancient
Monuments.
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1.0

Horseshoe Weir
grade II* listed

INTRODUCTION

This report has been compiled by Purcell Architects to contribute
to the work of DCA Consultants alongside Belper North Mill
Trust. The scope of the report is to consider the future of Belper
Mills site and takes a long term look at the future development
options for the site.

Chucklebutties
not listed,
cafe and soft play

SITE LOCATION PLANS
Belper is a small town located within the Derbyshire Dales built
around the Mills site on the River Derwent. It forms one of the
key sites within the Derwent Valley Mills UNESCO World Heritage
Site and is close in location to Milford Mill (approximately 3 miles
away). The site consists of several buildings dating back to the late
18th century. Each building holds its own unique significance and
designation.
The original North Mill was the second mill building at the Strutts’
Belper site, the first being the South Mill, started in 1777. The
Strutts also created all the channels, slices and weir needed to
power the mill processes. The West Mill and arched bridge over
Bridge Foot were constructed at the end of the 18th century, as
the West Mill and the larger Horseshoe weir was constructed to
power the latter. The North Mill was replaced in 1804. The arched
bridge was fortified possibly to protect the counting house at one
end.
The unusual Round Mill was constructed in 1811 and the South
Mill replaced with a fire resistant replacement. The Round Mill
was demolished in 1959. Other structures of the complex were
demolished in the 1960s. There has been textile industry at the
Belper mills from the 1770s until as recently as the 1990s. Since
that time the surviving buildings in the complex have only been
partly occupied by a range of businesses. It is not known how
much alteration has taken place to the buildings internally.

North Mill
grade 1 listed
occupied

Gym building
not listed
occupied

Arched Footbridge
grade 1I* listed
not used

Strutt House
grade 1I* listed
occupied

Site Plan: Showing building names, listed status and use, not to scale @ A3

4

Turbine Hall
grade I1* listed
empty

East Mill
grade I1 listed
partially occupied

Masson Mill
Cromford

Arkwright’s Mill
Cromford

Strutt’s Mill
Belper

Milford Mill
Milford
Site Location Plan 1: Strutt’s Mill site nts

shown in red in context of River Derwent and Belper Town

Darley Abbey Mill
Darley Abbey

Derby Silk Mill
Derby

Derwent Valley Mills nts

Site Location Plan 2: Strutt’s Mill site nts

taken from http://belpernorthmill.org/museum.html

shown in red
Site Location, not to scale @ A3

5

6

7

2.0

SITE PHASING STRATEGY

Considering such a large site in a rural setting can be challenging
to the financial viability of a scheme. For this reason, the proposals
have been split into 3 key phases, which are described on the
drawing. This strategy may take 15-25 years to realise but it is clear
that there are no ‘quick-fix-solutions’ for this site.
Phase 1 can be split further into 2 elements, which consider the
North Mill proposition and re-focusing of the interpretation
strategy of the exhibitions they hold. It also includes access into the
East Mill to allow long views across the town and stabilisation of
the external envelop of the East Mill.

NORTH MILL PROPOSALS
The mixed use approach to North Mill is based on rejuvenation
of the existing facilities and draws on successful models adapted
elsewhere, including within the Derwent Valley Mills site at
Cromford and Darley Abbey.

PHASE 1

PHASE 2

PHASE 3

In terms of regeneration of the North Mill building and phase 1 of
the proposals, the ambition is to:

Phase 2 aims to re-establish a centre to the site, creating an inward
looking community space, which will be achieved through:

Phase 3 concentrates on getting the East Mill up and running as a
fully occupied building.

• Bring new life into the museum

• I mproved landscaping design, avoiding a sea of tarmac

• Improve visitor flow and footfall

• Introduction soft landscaping within this area

• Create more suitable education spaces

• Placing more emphasis on pedestrian access and visitor
experience

• Improve the offer for businesses
• Reduce long-term spend on the East Mill by carrying out works
to the building envelope

This will be achieved by:
• Re-orientating the entrance from the car park to the north side
to the south side
• Using Strutt House as the entrance building for visitors,
providing interpretation on the wider town history and a short
introduction to the mills
• Incorporating the arched bridge into the visitor experience and
providing interpretation on this element
• New visitor access into the North Mill, either through the
first floor from Strutt House, or via an external route across the
courtyard
• Using North Mill to focus on the story of the mills and the
machinery and production that is embedded in its history
• Clearing out the basement of the North Mill to provide an
experience about the space itself
• Light-touch refurbishment to upper floors, with potential for
future upgrade
• Using the North tower of the East Mill to provide access for
upper levels
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• Improved parking facilities that are appropriately sited

Due to the large scale of the East Mill, finding a sustainable future
will depend on incorporating a mix of uses within its envelope.
The deep floor plan (approximately 30m in width and 57m in
length) makes the centre of each floor plate dark. One option,
subject to consents, would be to insert a lightwell or atrium space,
into the centre of the building, but that is not what is proposed in
this report. For this proposal internal uses that require no natural
daylight are considered; the drawings show storage, recording and
music studios and a gym are other possibilities.
The other areas are divided indicatively on the drawings into
residential, office, retail and leisure spaces. Different uses will suit
different areas, for example apartments would suit the North
elevation that looks over the river, particularly at the higher levels.
It is proposed that the building will be divided into designated
areas, each becoming a development opportunity in its own right.
It would take a huge investment to develop the whole building
in one go. Instead, by offering smaller packages of the building
on a shell and core basis for development, each area might be
developed at a manageable level of investment and risk. The
development would have to be led by a single mastersplanning and
coordinative body.
Short term uses such as artist workshops or informal exhibition
space may be considered for the East Mill while phases 1 and
2 are in progress and will help build a community and sense of
ownership as the site develops.

Phase 3
East Mill Commercial
Development

Phase 1
North Mill, Strutt House,
Bridge & East Mill Tower

Phase 2
Landscape and
Visitor Facilities

Phase 1 :
• Revise interpretation strategy and visitor
experience to link to wider town
• Re-orientate visitor entrance
• Remove modern external canopy fixed to
South elevation of North Mill
• Stabilisation of East Mill external envelope
• Potentially provide access to part of East
Mill, e.g. one of the corner towers for high
level views.
Phase 2 :
• Re-landscaping of grounds to create focus
around central courtyard
• Removal of modern buildings adjacent to
turbine hall and East Mill
• Provide new restaurant/ café facilities to
reinforce visitor offer
Phase 3 :
• Shell and core approach for redevelopment
of East Mill
• Divide building into sub-packages for individual development opportunities

SITE PHASING STRATEGY
Showing 3 main phases, not to scale @ A3
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Phase 1 D
East Mill Tower

Phase 1 C
East Mill stabilisation

Phase 1 A
North Mill

Phase 1 A :
• Essential repairs to North Mill building
• Refurbishment of ground floor and basement interiors
• Minor works to upper level interiors

Phase 1 B Strutt House
& Arched Footbridge

Phase 1 B :
• Essential repairs to Strutt House and footbridge
• Refurbishment of interiors for visitor welcome and interpretation
• Improved access between Strutt House and
North Mill
Phase 1 C :
• Essential external repairs to façades and
roof, including all towers
Phase 1 D :
• Open East Mill tower for public access
• Internal refurbishment and installation of lift

SITE PHASING STRATEGY
Stage 1 breakdown, not to scale @ A3
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KEY
Heritage Centre
Residential
Commercial/ofﬁce
Commercial/other
Uses of building core not requiring natural
light
light, storage, archive and gym
Commanding views

North Mill Section
1:200

East Mill Section
1:200

PROPOSED BUILDING USE
Shown through sections of North and East Mills1:200 @ A3
11

KEY
Heritage Centre
Residential
Commercial/ofﬁce
Visitor
Access

Commercial/other
Storage
Exhibition

public access and interpretation

Visitor
Access
from
Strutt House

Education space

The Mill Story

Staff Access

Back of House facilities

trustees/ volunteers ofﬁce and meeting room

NORTH MILL PROPOSED PLANS
ground floor plan 1:200 @ A3
12

KEY
Heritage Centre
Residential
Commercial/ofﬁce
Commercial/other
Storage
Exhibition

public access and interpretation

Visitor
Access

NORTH MILL PROPOSED PLANS
basement plan 1:200 @ A3
13

KEY
Heritage Centre
Residential
Commercial/ofﬁce
Commercial/other
Storage

Lettable ofﬁce space

keep existing partitions with light touch refurb
potential for upgrade in longer term

Primary
Access

Circulation through East Mill tower
new lift added for improved access
within North Mill upper ﬂoors

NORTH MILL PROPOSED PLANS
typical upper floor plan, 1:200 @ A3
14

Escape
stair

Essential repairs carried out to roof and
drainage system

NORTH MILL PROPOSED PLANS
fifth floor
roof
plan 1:200
plan, not
@ A3
to scale @ A3

237017BELPER MILLS
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Belper East Mill

BUILDING SIZE COMPARISON
with landmark buildings, 1:1000 @ A3
16

Belper North Mill

Tate Modern

Baltic Flour Mills

3.0

BUILDING SIZE COMPARISON & PROJECT PRECEDENT

To understand the scale of the site, and in particular the East Mill
these sketches show diagrammatically how the buildings compare
to other relevant and well known landmarks.

The Chocolate Works,York
Words taken from website: http://www.thechocolateworksyork.
co.uk/the-story.html
A distinctive and Iconic Landmark Development

Baltic Flour Mills, Gateshead
Words taken from website: http://www.balticmill.com/
Housed in a landmark industrial building on the south bank of the
River Tyne in Gateshead, BALTIC presents a dynamic, diverse and
international programme of contemporary visual art.
Gateshead Council first conceived the idea of transforming the
former 1940s grain warehouse on the south bank of the River
Tyne into an international gallery which would be at the forefront
of contemporary visual art in December 1992.

Henry Boot Developments acquired The Chocolate Works, a
14 acre site, formerly Terry’s Chocolate Factory, in 2013. The site
includes distinctive and iconic landmark buildings including the
multi-storey factory building, the former Head Quarters, the Clock
Tower and the Liquor Store which total 236,806 sq ft (22,000 sq
m) plus cleared development land. The Chocolate Works is located
immediately adjacent to York Racecourse, south of the City Centre
with excellent links to the historic centre.

The exciting proposal to develop this disused landmark attracted
widespread support and enthusiasm.
An independent report on the artistic potential of the building was
published in 1992 and in early 1994 an international architectural
competition was launched by the Royal Institute of British
Architects (RIBA) to find an exciting and innovative design for the
gallery.
In late 1994, Dominic Williams of Ellis Williams Architects was
announced as the winner and a major feasibility award from the
Arts Council National Lottery Fund in 1995 enabled detailed
design work to begin.
His design retained much of the existing character of the building
with its imposing brick exterior and concrete fins. The design
proposal involved:
• removing the current internal structure and opening up the
east and west walls;
• constructing a series of floors to provide gallery spaces, artists’
studios, education workshops, a retail outlet, riverside cafe and
support service areas;
• a glass rooftop restaurant offering panoramic views of
Gateshead, Newcastle and beyond
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PROJECT PRECEDENT
Baltic Flour Mills, Gateshead
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PROJECT PRECEDENT
Chocolate Works,York
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APPENDIX

Belper Mills Research Pack
Designations
The North and East Mills at Belper are within the Derwent Valley Mills World Heritage Site; both are located on
the Derwent riverside. The North Mill is listed Grade I and the East Mill is Grade II listed. Adjacent to the north
are the Riverside Gardens, a Grade II* registered landscape, and there are several other Grade II* and Grade II
listed structures in the close vicinity. The relevant list entries for the North and East Mills and the WHS are
appended.

Brief History
The original North Mill was the second mill building at the Strutts’ Belper site, the first being the South Mill, started
in 1777. The Strutts also created all the channels, slices and weirs needed to power the processes taking place in
the mills. The West Mill and arched bridge over Bridge Foot were constructed at the end of the 18th century.. The
North Mill was replaced in 1804. The arched bridge was fortified possibly to protect the counting house at one
end. The unusual Round Mill was constructed in 1811 and the South Mill replaced with a fire resistant
replacement. The Round Mill was demolished in 1959. Other structures of the complex were demolished in the
1960s. The has been textile industry at the Belper mills from the 1770s until as recently as the 1990s. Since that
time the surviving buildings in the complex have only been partly occupied by a range of businesses. It is not
known how much alteration has taken place to the buildings internally.

North Mill
The North Mill dates from 1804 and replaced an older mill on the same site constructed in 1784-6 by Jedediah
Strutt. This mill was destroyed by fire in 1803. Buildings at this time were timber-framed and therefore vulnerable
to fire, a common problem for cotton mills, due to the processes and machinery required for the processing and
spinning of cotton. The present mill was designed by Jedediah’s son, William Strutt, and is one of the earliest
examples of a fire-proof structure in the world. Strutt experimented with Charles Bage to construct the first ironframed mill building at Shrewsbury in 1796. William Strutt’s North Mill “embodied much of what Charles Bage had
learnt and took further the evolution of these structures”1. The mill has iron columns and beams supported by vaulted
brick and tiled floors and brick walls, all resistant to fire.

East Mill
The East Mill was constructed in 1912, over a century after the North Mill, of a much greater scale and footprint
than its forebear. The seven-storey, fortress-like building is in an Italianate style. It was constructed by the English
Sewing Cotton Company and takes it design from the textile mills of Lancashire. By this time mills were
constructed with an entirely free-standing steel frame – as it the case in the East Mill – and clad in Accrington brick,
giving it a typical mill appearance. Together the buildings demonstrate the evolution of textile mills during the 100
years of the industrial revolution.

1

http://www.derwentvalleymills.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/history_keysites_belper_northmill.pdf
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Historic Map Regression

OS map of 1913-20

OS map of 1878-9

OS map of 1898
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OS map of 1938

Images
www.picturethepast.org.uk

View of Strutt's Mills and
Belper Bridge over the River Derwent c.1900
Copyright © North East Midland Photographic Record.

This is North Mill with East Mill, built 1912, behind c.1912
Copyright © North East Midland Photographic Record.

View from the River Derwent, Belper, c 1909 A view from the River Derwent looking south towards the River
Gardens. In the right background Belper North and West Mills can be seen. The date is between 1906 when the
River Gardens opened and 1912 when the large East Mill was constructed.

View of Strutt Mills from the Belper River Gardens c 1920s

Copyright © North East Midland Photographic Record.

Copyright © North East Midland Photographic Record
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Aerial diagram of the Belper Complex – 1930s
www.belper-research.com

Demolition of East Mill chimney, Bridgefoot, Belper, 1990
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Copyright © North East Midland Photographic Record.

Relevant List Entry Descriptions

Details
BRIDGE FOOT 1. 5167 (East Side) North Mill SK 3448 SE 1/3 3.2.66. GV 2. Apart from Bage's Mill at

EAST MILL

Shrewsbury (which has an altered exterior) the North Mill is the earliest example of a completely iron

Name: EAST MILL

framed mill in the world and is certainly the most intact extant example of this type of construction.

List entry Number: 1336982

1803-4. Built by Strutts (designed by William Strutt). To replace an earlier mill destroyed by fire. It is an

Location

example of their developing constructional innovations, particularly designed to combat fire hazards and

EAST MILL, BRIDGE FOOT

to provide light and airy working conditions. T-shaped plan. Red brick, lever part ashlar. Slate roof with

County: Derbyshire

coped gable ends. Five storeys. Fifteen windows, generally of 3 lights each with cambered head linings.

District: Amber Valley

Attic floor, formerly used as a school for children working in the mill, has lunette in western gable end

District Type: District Authority

facing street. Vaulted construction inside. Wheel pit below.

Parish: Belper
Grade: II
Date first listed: 13-Dec-1979
Date of most recent amendment: Not applicable to this List entry.
List entry Description
Details
BRIDGE FOOT 1. 5167 (East Side) East Mill SK 3448 SE 1/52 II GV 2. 1912. Similar to the later ironframed mills of Lancashire and a good example of the type. Built overhand. Red brick with stone
dressings. Rectangular plan with rear eastern wing, single storey section across part of western facade
and corner towers. South western tower larger with stone belevedere and name and date on front. All
towers have stone balustraded parapets. Mill built over earlier water channels to wheels. Seven storeys.
Top floor has arcaded windows with stone archivolts and keys. Glazing bars and hopper opening lights,
stepped recessed brick arches. Rear elevation to River Gardens and Matlock Road has small semicircular balconies linking corner towers with main body of mill on several floors. The East Mill is a

DERWENT VALLEY MILLS
World Heritage Site inscribed by the World Heritage Committee of UNESCO in 2001.
Name: Derwent Valley Mills
Brief Description:
The Derwent Valley in central England contains a series of 18th- and 19th- century cotton mills and an
industrial landscape of high historical and technological interest. The modern factory owes its origins to
the mills at Cromford, where Richard Arkwright's inventions were first put into industrial-scale
production. The workers' housing associated with this and the other mills remains intact and illustrate
the socio-economic development of the area.
Criteria:
This entry is compiled from information provided by UNESCO who hold the official record for all
World Heritage Sites at their Paris Head Quarters. This entry is provided for information only and those
requiring further assistance should contact the World Heritage Centre at UNESCO.

prominent land-mark in many near and distant views of the town.
Criterion (ii): The Derwent Valley saw the birth of the factory system, when new types of building were

NORTH MILL

erected to house the new technology for spinning cotton developed by Richard Arkwright in the late

Name: NORTH MILL

18th century.

List entry Number: 1186846
Location

Criterion (iv): In the Derwent Valley for the first time there was large-scale industrial production in a

NORTH MILL, BRIDGE FOOT

hitherto rural landscape. The need to provide housing and other facilities for workers and managers

County: Derbyshire

resulted in the creation of the first modern industrial settlements.

District: Amber Valley
District Type: District Authority

Statement of Significance:

Parish: Belper

Statement of Outstanding Universal Value:

National Park: Not applicable to this List entry.

This was approved in 2010 by the World Heritage Committee in Brasilia.

Grade: I
Date first listed: 03-Feb-1966

Brief synthesis

Date of most recent amendment: Not applicable to this List entry.
List entry Description

The Derwent valley, upstream from Derby on the southern edge of the Pennines, contains a series of
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18th and 19th century cotton mills and an industrial landscape of high historical and technological

industrial landscape is vulnerable in some parts to threats from large-scale development that would

significance. It began with the construction of the Silk Mill in Derby in 1721 for the brothers John and

impact adversely on the scale of the settlements.

Thomas Lombe, which housed machinery for throwing silk, based on an Italian design. The scale, output,
and numbers of workers employed were without precedent. However, it was not until Richard

Authenticity (2010)

Arkwright constructed a water-powered spinning mill at Cromford in 1771, and a second, larger mill in
1776-77 that the "Arkwright System" was truly established. The workers' housing associated with this

Although some of the industrial buildings have undergone substantial alterations and additions in order

and the other mills are intact and span 24km of the Derwent valley from the edge of Matlock Bath in

to accommodate new technological and social practices, their original forms, building materials, and

the north nearly to the centre of Derby in the south. The four principal industrial settlements of

structural techniques are still intact and easy to discern. Restoration work on buildings that have been in

Cromford, Belper, Milford, and Darley Abbey are articulated by the river Derwent, the waters of which

a poor state of repair has been carried out following detailed research on available documentation and

provided the power to drive the cotton mills. Much of the landscape setting of the mills and the

contemporary built architectural examples, and every effort has been made to ensure that compatible

industrial communities, which was much admired in the 18th and early 19th centuries, has survived.

materials are used. In those cases where buildings have been lost through fire or demolition, no attempt
has been made to reconstruct. The overall landscape reflects well its technological, social and economic

In terms of industrial buildings the Derwent valley mills may be considered to be sui generis in the sense

development and the way the modern factory system developed within this rural area on the basis of

that they were the first of what was to become the model for factories throughout the world in

water power.

subsequent centuries.

Protection and management requirements (2010)
The cultural landscape of the Derwent Valley was where the modern factory system was developed and
established, to accommodate the new technology for spinning cotton developed by Richard Arkwright

A comprehensive system of statutory control operates under the provisions of the Town and Country

and new processes for efficient production.

Planning Act (1990) and the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act (1990). A network
of strategic planning policies is also in place to protect the site. There are thirteen Conservation Areas

The insertion of industrial establishments into a rural landscape necessitated the construction of housing

falling wholly or partly within the property. 848 buildings within the area are included on the List of

for the workers in the mills, and the resulting settlements created an exceptional industrial landscape.

Buildings of Special Architectural or Historical Interest. There are also nine Scheduled Ancient

The change from water to steam power in the 19th century moved the focus of the industry elsewhere

Monuments.

and thus the main attributes of this remarkable cultural landscape were arrested in time.

Management responsibility is shared by a number of local authorities and government agencies. The
Criterion (ii): The Derwent Valley saw the birth of the factory system, when new types of building were

coordination mechanism is provided by the Derwent Valley Mills Partnership. This has established a

erected to house the new technology for spinning cotton developed by Richard Arkwright in the late

close working relationship between the local authorities involved in the nominated area. This

18th century.

partnership has been responsible for the preparation of a management plan for the property, most
recently revised in January 2007.

Criterion (iv): In the Derwent Valley for the first time there was large-scale industrial production in a

Justification for Inscription:

hitherto rural landscape. The need to provide housing and other facilities for workers and managers

Date of Inscription: 2001

resulted in the creation of the first modern industrial settlements.

Date of most recent amendment: 2010

Integrity (2010)
The relationship of the industrial buildings and their dependent urban settlements to the river and its
tributaries and to the topography of the surrounding rural landscape has been preserved, especially in
the upper reaches of the valley, virtually intact. Similarly, the interdependence of the mills and other
industrial elements, such as the canals and railway, and the workers' housing, is still plainly visible. All the
key attributes of the cultural landscape are within the boundaries. The distinctive form of the overall
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Other Information:
This is a cultural World Heritage Site in England. Its coordinates are N53 1 44 W1 29 17 and it
measures 1,229 hectares and the buffer zone measures 4,363 hectares.
There is a Management Plan for the World Heritage Site (2000) and a World Heritage Site team
responsible for implementation of the objectives and action plan. A Steering Group made up of key
stakeholders oversees World Heritage activities.

